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Introduction
In two recent syntactic studies, Tai [1969J, and Sanders and Tai [1972],

a non-universal Immediate Dominance Constraint (hereafter IDC) on identity
deletion is proposed to account for the systematic differences that obtain
in the patterns of coordination reduction, topicalization, dislocation and
relativization between languages like Chinese and languages like English.
These studies in effect subcategorize the languages of the world into two
types:

(1) immediate dominance languages, and (2) non-immediate dominance

languages.

Chinese is claimed to be a language of the former type, and

English is of the latter type.

Sanders and Tai [1972J claim that by assum-

ing that the IDC holds for languages of the Chinese-type, but not for
those of the English-type, they can account for "the well-formed coordinations of all languages by means of a single universal principle of coordination reduction," and that they can derive the well-formed topicalizations, dislocations, and relative clause constructions of "all languages
by means of the same set of universal principles of Copying, Deletion,
and Pronominal izat ion. "
The point of this paper is to present a counter-example to the IDC.
In particular, it will be shown here that the generalized IDC proposed
in Sanders and Tai (1972] makes the wrong prediction about Dzamba and other
related Bantu languages.

It will then be argued that while the IDC seems

to be necessary for an explanation of the systematic differences in the

II am indebted to Talmy Gi v6n, Roger Higgins, and Andreas Koutsoll.ctas
for having read and made invaluable comments on earlier drafts of this
paper. An abbreviated version of this paper was presented at the Third
Conference on African Linguistics held at Indiana University, Bloomington,
Indiana, April 1972, under the title: "Immediate Dominance, Topicalization,
and Relativiz9.tion."
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patterns of coordination between languages of the Chinese-type and those
of the English-type, it is not sufficient for an explanation of their
respective patterns of topicalization, dislocation, and relativization.

2.

IDC and Coordination Reduction
Hoss [lSH.i7a,b 1 proposed t.TO reduction rules to account for the deri-

vation of sentences like b fror.1 sentences 1 ike n in (1) through (4):

(1)

a.
b.

Wan" drank beer, and Lee drank vodka •
•Iang cfrank= beer, and Lee Vodka.

(2)

a.
b.

WanG cau~ht the fish, and Leo sold the fish.
,Ian~l cUUf]ht and Lee sol d the fish. - - - - -

a.
b.

\':()n~J hit thu bOv, and l"Ii]n'~ 1'.1 cl;cu the
~~r! hit tile boy and kiCKed tne '1irl.

(3)

(4)

c: i r

I•

11.

'.Iang enjoyed the fish. and Lee ~jove_~f..i!~.

b.

Wang and Lee enjoyed the fish.

Ross called the rule that derives verb-reduced coordinations like (lb)
Gappi!11!, (l')l/ra), and that which derives obJect, cmhject ar,(} ,.-,redicatereduced coordina"tions like (;'b)-(!,b) (;on,iun,'tion Heduction
To account for these s;.'riternatic reduction,.,

!,(JEiS

[1~!(,7h].2

[lOL7a:81J3] pronm;E"i 1.te

')

'-For HO~'5 [1'IL'ra], Ganninr" is n rule "thAt redllces coordinate sentence"
b:1 deletinfT, identicc.l occurre""'i;~e3 or verhr:;" wl.lere(]s Con"iunct~ nn Hf-UUCt ion
[nos" 1)07h] deletes identic'll occurrences 0'- noun l)l:raSp.r;. i;o~;" c;iffer-

entiates tLel;e two rulel; in t);At Con:unctioll J',ednction involves rer;rouninf'
C'n i [1'I(li j ';.nJ. i:OU1.f'oudal' (1:.i'r] j
have in1ependently an;ueu that this ,ilctiuctie-n b no~, nece"sar:v for tile
t\-1O rules obey the srone direction8~ity T'ri.ncir,le. l-'1Jrti"H"r, i:outs()udaf'
(1)71) has shown that (1) if a lanr,uar:e I1I1.s verh-reduced coordinations
it must also have ob.jpct-reduced coorriinat.iol1f;, that is, a lanp;ufll-e will
have either both reducti ons or it will lwvp none; and (;':) th8,t. 1:1 yen thi s
fact and the lack 0 f CH,ser; where rule ord'~rj niT forcer; a se Darn ti on of
r.appinr- from Con,junction neduction, tllC2,(' two ruJ es r~u~;t be consickred
as spec ial cases of the Sflr.JC p;eneraJ rule: Coordinate Velet ion. A
simil ar ar{~ument is nade in ~;anders (19'70 J. "'8.i [lCJ6'l] and i\outsoucias' s
[1971] analyses of these rules are not crucial for this nFtpe::'. 'duo-,
unless otherwise specifiell, (;appin;:" antI Conciunction !:eduction uj 11 be
understood here in J;;oss' s [lSlC'(a] 3ense.

0:" constituents, wLil c (;annilli; (loes not.
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following directionality principle:

(5)

The order in which Gappin~ operates clepends on tlle order of
the elements at the time that the rule applies; if the identical elenents are on left urar.ches, Garpine: operates forward;
if they are on rieht branches, it operates uackwards.
In applyinp: this analysis to languages of t,be r.!andarin-Chinese type,

'j'ai [lSlbSlJ found that while Con,Junction I~eduction is allmyed ,mder welldefined conditions, Gappinp; is not u.llowed at all.

Cnecifica.lly, 'l'ai

shows that !!andarin-Chinese allows only suoject llP-redllce1 anci 'vt'-reduced coordinations (cf .rb, 9b), but not. vero and ob.ject-reduced coordinations as can be seen from the ill-formedness of (ob) and (lOb):
( tJ )

(7\

a.

:~~2,

hit the boy, and ~:an.2 kicked the r: i r I •

U.

~'~!'~I dale nanhaizi, ~'i~~c. tiln nYuhaizi.

a.

~~!,p_

b.

~'.:~2. dale nanhaizi, ti Ie nyunaizi.

a.

'liang hit and Lee k i eked th(':...?~'y.

hit the 1.J:.

d •.

J kicked the (Jirl.

b. *\iang dale, Lee ti Ie nanha-.!_z_i_.
(:./)

(i0)

.

3.

'li:ln'l and Lee ~~!, .t~~ 33.1,'

b.

Wang gen Lee dale nanhaizi.

a.

Wan'l hit the boy, and Lee, the qirl.

b. *\'Iang da ~ nanha i z i, Lee nyuha i z i •

'i'hut subject-reduced and VP-reduced coordinations should be nermitted in
CiJ1.nesL i:; not surprisin,;, for it seer-iS to be the case that all natura]
13.n{';uagf:s allow these types of reductions. 3

Ted [1969] sr.Qwed that there is a

s~stematic difference lJetween the

grarnJ:laticality of sentences such as (7) and (9) in both Fnr;lish and C,.,r.ese,
Ci~ d the unr,rammaticality of the (';hinese sentences (8b) and (lOb) in contrast
1;("

the Enlc1ish (8a) and (lOa).

'1'0

acco\mt for this systematic difference,

3 1 am indebted to A. KOlltsoudas for tllis observation. As will be
shown below the Bantu _; anE';lmr,es \moer discussion here allow t.hese reductions also.

'l'ai [19Gy: 79] proposed the IlJC stated in (11):
tLl)

In a coordinate structure, only constituents which are
immediately dominated by conjuncts can undergo identity
deletion.

What constraint (11) states is that given a P-marker such as (12),

(12)

#s#

s

s

~

~

VP

UP

riP

~

V

UP

VP

~

V

riP

a language that allows the deletion of the subject NP' s and that of the
VP's, but never that of the verbs and object NP's, is an immediate dominance
language.

In contrast, a language that permits the deletion of any of

the four constituents, i.e. subject HP, VP, V, and object HP, is a nonimmediate dominance language.

Accordingly, Chinese is an immediate dom-

inance language, and English is a non-immediate dominance

lan~uage.

Tai maintains that the IDe is sufficient and necessary for the differentiation of grammatical from ungrammatical coordinations in a language such as
Chinese, and that its application is independent of categorial properties
of constituents and/or deep structure case properties.

Tai presents in

this respect evidence of constructions where certain VP-dominated constituents such as adverbs and object NP's become deletable once they are preposed, e.g. via Adverb Preposing and Passive transfonnations.

These re-

ductions are permitted, Tai points out, precisely because the constituents
under consideration become superficially dominated by S.
Both Dzamba and Lingala, two Bantu languages spoken in Zaire, allow
verb-reduced as well as object-reduced coordinations.

To see this consider,

first, the following Dzamba sentences: 4

4The unstressed initial vowels on noun phrases such as i-ziboke and
i-buki function as determiners in Dzamba. A similar phenomenon has been
observed in Likila and Luganda. For a discussion of this phenomenon in
Dzamba, see Bokamba [1971].

(13)

a.

oBaba ali i i-zibok'3, bo o'l'oma al; ; ; -buku.
(Baba got the package. and Tom Got

b.

~.he

book. )

oBaba az i ; i -z i boke, bo oMusa, I-buku.
(Baba got the package, and Musa, the book. )

(14)

a.

oBaba atom; i - l i t:,ok~, bo

o~1U5a

az i i i -ziboke.

(Baba sent the package, and Husa got the package.)
b.

oBuba atomi bo ol·lusa az; i i-ziboke.
(Baba sent and Huso. got the packar,e. )

These sentences illustrate (;appinr; (13b) and Conjunction Reduction (14b)

a la

Hoss [1967]. !lore specifically, the sentences in (13) show that for

any well-formed sentential coordination with i.dentical verbs (13a), t!1ere
is a corresponding verb-reduced paraphrase with coordinate subjects (13b).
And (14) shows that for any well-formed sentential coordination with identical objects (14a), there is a corresponding object-reduced paraphrase
with coordinate subjects (14b).
Now consider in the same respect the following Lingala sentences:
(15)

a.

Kato alambi I~s~, mpe Lulu alambi_ nyama.
(Kathy cooked rice, and Lulu cooked meat.)

b.

Kato alambi

I~s~,

mpe Lulu, nyama.

(Kathy cooked rice, and Lulu, meat.)
(16)

a.

Kato asombi

I~s~,

mpe Lulu alambi

I~s~.

(Kathy bought rice, and Lulu cooked rice.)
b.

Kato asombi mpe Lulu alambi

I~s~.

(Kathy bought and Lulu cooked rice.)
Just like in Dzamba, these sentenees illustrate Gapping (15b) and Conjunction Reduction (16)

a la

Ross.

The sentences in (15) show that for any

grammatical sentential coordination with identical verbs in Lingala (15a),
there is a corresponding verb-reduced paraphrase wi th
(15b).

coon~inate

subjects

Similarly, for any grammatical sentential coordination with identical

objects (16a), there is a corresponding object-reduced paraphrase with
coordinate subjects (16b).
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Further, both Dzamba and Lingala, just like many other natural languages
of the world, allow subject-reduced as well as VP-reduced coordinations as
can be seen from the Dzamba examples (ITb) and (18b), and the Lingala (19b)
and (20b):
(17 )

a.

oMama a-nyamol-~ki i -nswe, bo oMama aomb-~ki ma-mako.
(~IDther sold the fish, and mother bought the plantains.)

b.

oMama a-nyamol-~ki

i-nswe bo a-omb-~ki ma-mako.

(Mother sold the fish and bought the plantains.)
(18)

a.

oMusa a-ke-~ki

0

motei • bo oP~s~ a-ke-~ki

0

motei •

(!.fusa went to the market, and P~s~ went to the market.)
b.

ot,lusa nl oPoso ba-ke-~ki

0

moteL

(/.fusa and Poso went to the market.)
(19)

a.

Kato a-t£kis-~ki mafuta, mpe ~ a-somb-~ki mbisi.

(Kathy sold the oil, and Kathy bought the fish.)
b.

Kato a-t£kis-~ki mafuta mpe a-somb-~ki mbisi.

(Kathy sold the oil and bought the fish.)
(20)

a.

Kato a-mon-~ki Musa 1£10, mpe Lulu a-mon-~ki t,lusa 1£10.

(Kathy saw Musa today, and Lulu saw Musa today.)
b.

Kato mpe Lulu ba-mon-~ki r~usa 1£10.

(Kathy and Lulu (they) saw /.fusa today.)
Clearly, on the basis of the facts given in (13) through (16), Dzamba and
Lingala cannot be immediate dominance languages, for immediate dominance
languages do not allow verb-reduced nor object-reduced coordinations.
Accordingly, Tails IDC (cf. 11) would, up to this point, correctly group
Dzamba and Lingala with English as non-immediate dominance languages. 5
If this is correct, we should expect the patterns of Dislocation and
Relativization in Dzamba and Lingala to correlate with those of the

50ther Bantu languages not discussed in this paper such as Likila,
and Libinza would also be grouped accordingly, because they allow
these reductions.
Lom~ngo,
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English-type of

languag~s

(i.e. non-immediate dominance).

But as it will

be shown momentarily, this is not the case.

3.

!pC and COpying Rules
Given this systematic correlation between the deletability of verbs

and objects in sentential coordinations in non-immediate dominance languages
and the non-deletability of the same constituents in immediate dominance
languages, Sanders and Tai [1972:169] claim that by extending the IDC from
the case of
(21)

•.. immediate dominance by a conjunct sentence to that of immediate dominance by any sentence which is not the highest sentence
of any structure

they can explain a number of additional correlations that seem to obtain
between natural languages.

Specifically, Sanders and Tai [1972] propose

to analyze movement rules as consisting of the set of the following three
6
ordered universal rules:
(22)

a.

Copying (optional)

b.

Deletion (optional)

c.

Pronominalization (obligatory)

---7 z[

NP

NP

Pro

y ]

]

Sanders and 'rai claim that by assuming the non-universal IDC on identity
deletion and the extrinsically ordered set of universal rules in (22), they
can predict the occurrence and co-occurrence of reduced coordinated, topicalized, dislocated and relative clause constructions in all languages.
That is, they predict that immediate dominance languages like Chinese
and Lebanese, and non-immediate dominance languages like English, will

----rWe

will argue below that this extrinsic ordering restriction is unnecessary. I am indebted to Talmy Giv6n for this observation.
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behave exactly as in Table I.
Table I
Immediate Dominance languages

HUL E S

Chinese/Lebanese

Gapping: V, 0 7
Conj. Reduction
Topicalization 8
Dislocation
Pronom. reflex in Rel. Cl.

Non-Immediate
Dominance lang.
English

+
+

+

+
+

+

+

In other words, Sanders and 'rai [19"(2] maintain that by assuming the rules
of (22), the IDC will enable them to predict that (1) Chinese or Lebanese
will not have Gapping and Topicalization, but will have ConJunction Heduction, Dislocation, and a pronominal reflex in its relative clauses.
And (2) that Deletion (22b) will be blocked by the IDC from applyinp; in
the embedded clauses to delete either the subJect HP or the oh.lect liP.
Prl)l1orninal ization, however, will apply obligatorily and the resul tinp; sentences in Chinese or Lebanese will contain pronominal reflexes in their
embedded relative clauses.

This, Sanders and Tai argue, explains why

relative pronoun reflexes are always found in the embedded clauses of languages such as Chinese and Lebanese as exemplified in (23a) and (24),
respectively:
(<0.3)

a.

WoLJei

ta dale de neige n~nh~ili

16ile.

*(The boythat I was hit by him came.)
b. *\'10 LJei dale de neiqe n~nh~izj

I~i Ie.

('l'he boy that I was hit by came.)

-~ust fO-[~~~1.:.;e ~c

present.ation, C;appinr, i:., beine: used here as a rule
tilat reduces both verLJs iUld ·)bjects in coordination, and Conjunction ReJuction is restricted to subject-reduced coordinations.
i\'opicalization is beine: used here as defined by Ross [ly6"(b] as distinct from Dislocatio:1. According to Ross, the former rule is subject to
the CrlPC, esc, and SSC, while the latter is not.

(24) a.

i I walad ill i John darab-u i zza.

*( 'l'he boy that John hit him came.)
b. * i I walad ill i John darab izza.
(The boy that John hit came.)
As can be seen from the ill-formedness of the Chinese (23b) and that of
I.ebanese (24b), the retention of the pronominal reflex in the embedded
clauses of these languages is required.
Languages of the English-type, however, will have all five rules as
shown in Table I, but no pronominal reflex will be retained in the emhedded
relative clauses of such languages.

The ill-formedness of (23a) and (24a)

attests to the correctness of this claim thus far.

Sanders and Tai (1972)

argue that the non-occurrence of pronominal reflexes in the embedded clauses
of non-immediate languages like English can be explained by assuming that
Deletion (22b) applies obligatorily.

Thus in English (23b) and (24b)

Deletion has applied obligatorily to delete the second identical occurrence
of the boy.

Clearly, given that English is a non-immediate dominance lan-

guage, Deletion (22b) cannot be blocked from deleting the subject of the
embedded clause as it was the case in Chinese (23a) and Lebanese (24a).
And since Deletion cannot be blocked by the IDC in non-immediate dominance
languages like English, it will always be the case, if Sanders and Tai's
prediction is correct, that pronominal reflexes of objects will always be
absent in the embedded relative clauses of such languages.
It was established in section 2 that Dzamba and Lingala are nonimmediate dominance languages.

If the predictions summarized in Table I

are correct for a non-immediate dominance language like English, and if
the IDC is to be maintained in its generalized version (cf. 21), the same
predictions should hold for other non-immediate languages such as Dzamba
and Lingala.

But as the facts summarized in Table II show, this is not

the case here.
According to Sanders and Tai (cL crable I) , there should not be any
language such as Dzamba which is non-immediate dominance and yet (1 ) lacks
Topicalization

a la

Ross [1967b) (as defined in footnote 8) , and (2) re-

ta.inr; prono'1inal reflexes in objects in its relati.ve clauses.
Sanders and Tai [1972:181) claim that

Specifically
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(25)

••• any language which permits verb and object deletion in sentence
coordinations will be a language which also requires the nonoccurrence of anaphoric pronominal reflexes of identical ob,jects
in its well-formed relative clauses. Conversely, any language
which has pronominal reflexes of objects in relatives will be
a language which has no well-formed verb or object reductions
of sentence coordinations. [Emphasis added, E.B.]

But as Table II shows, however, there are at least two natural languages
Table II
Immediate Dominance languages

RUL E S
Gapping: V, 0
Conj. Reduction
'l'opicali zation
Dislocation
Pronom. Reflex in Rel. Cl.

that violate the IDC.
11

Non-Immediate Dominance languages

Chinese

Dzamba/Lingala

+

+
+

+

+
+

+

A number of J3antu lanp;uages such as Dzmnba require

pronominal reflex of objects in the embedded relative clauses for all

well-formed relative clause constructions.

Consider in this respect, first,

the following Dzamba sentences:

(26)

a.

b.

(27)

a.

oHoto 6-lo-tofT1el-~ki i-buku ok"i a-yei.
*(The man-Who sent the book to :~ he came.)
oMoto 6-lo-tomel-aKi i-buku a-yei.
(The man -Who sent the book to us came.)
J3a-bana ba-k~i i-buku f-bu-zw-aki bf.
*('1'he children tore up thebook that they found it.)

b. *Ba-bana ba-kai i-buku f-zw-aki be
('rbe children tore up the book that they found.)

(28)

a.

oPoso a-zw-~ki i-mu-nkanda f-mu-tom-~ki I"usa.
*(Poso received the letter thatrlusa sent it.)

b. *oPoso a -zw-~ k i i -mu -n Kanda f -tom-a k i 11usa.
(Poso received the letter that l1usa sent..)

These sentences show that the differentiat.ion of the well-formed relative
clauses from the ill-formed ones in DZ8lllba depends on the retention of the
anaphoric object pronoun in the embedded clause.

t10re specifically, the

pair of sentences in (2tJ) show that the occurrence of a sUb.iect 81laphoric
pronoun in subject relativization in nzamba is optional.

The sentences

of (27) and (28) show, as attested by the ill-formedness of (27b) and
(28b), that the occurrence of an object anaphoric pronoun in object
relativization in Dzamba is obligatory.
The optional occurrence of a subject anaphoric pronoun in subject
relativization, and the obligatory occurrence of an object anaphoric
pronoun in object relativization in Dzamba can be explained naturally
on both syntactic and semantic grounds if we accept the assumptions that
(a) all grammatical agreements are transformationally derived; and (b)
that in Dzamba, just like in all other Bantu languages, every verb must
agree in class-gender and number with its sUb.iect noun phrase.

If we

accept these assumptions, it would follow that there are no headless
relative clauses in i.lzamba.

Specifically, let us assume that the sen-

tences of (26), for example, are derived from an intermediate structure
such as
S2 (oMoto

c

ul

'the man

(omoto a-Io-tomel-~ki i -bukU)8

1

the man he-us-sent-to the book

via relativization of the NP

omoto

a-yei)

82

he-came'

'man/person' under identity.

Relativ-

ization can yield another intermediate structure such as
(30)

82(OMo t o

c

<>1

(omoto 6-lo-tomel-~ki f-buku)r
-

"1

a-ye i )r

"'2

to whiuh either Deletion (22b) or Pronominalization (22c) may apply.

If

Deletion applies, sentence (26b) results; but since Deletion is an optional
rule, we may choose not to apply it.

If we do so, Pronominalization will

obligatorily apply to yield sentence (26a) after the normal embedded subject
NP postposing in the embedded clause. 9
Semantically, the deletion of
the embedded subject noun in (26b) and the replacement of the regular subject agreement prefix

a-

for third person singular (human) by the re-

lative pronoun marker

6-

involves neither loss of information nor creates

ambiguity. because the agreement on the verb of the matrix sentence, viz.
a-yei,

which refers to

omoto

takes care of that.

Also, the relative

marker on the verb of the embedded S refers to the same tiP.

~'or a discussion of subject postposing phenomena in some Bantu
languages see Giv6n [1972].
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The situation is quite different, however, for object relativizati',);1
for two main reasons.

First, Dzamba, un] ike Kis\,ahili and its uialects,

uisa110ws resumptive pronouns in the verb for unpreposed object
pilrases.

l1')lln

That is, one does not find sentences like (')la) tn Dzarnba,

whereas they are perfectly acceptable in Swahili:
(31)

*op;)SO a-mu-tom-~ki i-mu-nkanda.
*(1';):3;) senT it the book.)

H.

I-mu-nkanda, OPJSJ a-mu-tor:1-~ki.
(The book, PJs') sent ~_.)

b.

Thi:'> being the case, there is no way to identif;f
mu-nkanda

i -buku

'book' or

'letter' in the embedded clauses of (2"r) and (28) as arguments

of the predicates

lo-zwa

'to fin,l' and

lo-toma

'to send I if the

appropriate anaphoric object pronouns are not incorporated in those
verbs.

Second, since object, but not sub,ject, relat i vization in llzamba

necessarily involves the postposing of the subject of the embedded clause
to a position after its verb (cf. Giv6n [1972]), as well as loss of
regular grammatical agreement between the verb and its subject, the
obligatory deletion of the object anaphoric pronoun in accordance to
Sanders and Tai's [1972] analysis results in ungrammaticality.

That is,

the verb of the embedded S as in (27b) and (28b) does not exhibit regular
agreement with either its superficial subject (i.e. the preceding liP)
or its deep subject, the noun immediately following the verb.

This

anomally results in a loss of information.
The phenomena of lack of regular agreement between the verb of the
embedded clause and its subject, and the obligatory postposing of the
embedded subject after the verb in object relativization apply only to
two of the languages under consideration here, viz. Dzamba and (Standard)
Lingala.

Swahili, which does not require such operations, still requires

the occurrence of object anaphoric pronouns in its embedded clauses as
can be seen below:
(32)

a.

Ki-tabu amba-cho Bakari a-I i-ki-ona ki-po hapa.
*(The book ~ Bakari saw it i s here.)

b.

Ki-tabu amba-cho a-I i-ki-ona Bakari ki-po hapa.
*(The book which Bakari-Saw it is here.)
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(33)

c.

*Ki-tabu amba-cho nakari a-I i-ona ki-po hapa.
(The book which Bakari saw is here.)

a.

Ki-tabu a-li-cho-ki-ona Bakari ki-po hapa.
*(The book which Bakari saw it is here.)

b.

*Ki-tabu a-I i-cho-ona Bakari ki-po hapa.
(The book which Bakari saw is here.)

As attested by the ungrammaticality of (32c-d) and (33b), these sentences
show clearly that in Swahili,whether the embedded subject is postposed
or not, the occurrence of the anaphoric object pronoun is required.
These facts clearly disconfirm Sanders and Tai's first claim.
The second claim made by Sanders and Tai (cf. Table I) is that a
language which requires the occurrence of anaphoric object pronouns in
its embedded clauses will also be a language that has no rule of Topicalization; such a language will instead have a rule of Dislocation.
This claim is predicated on the assumption that Ross's [1967b:208-44]
characterization of Topicalization and Dislocation is correct.

In

particular, Ross formally differentiates 'i'opicalization from Left Dislocation in that the former is a chopping rule but the latter is not.
Chopping rules, according to Ross [1967b], obey the Complex NP Constraint,
the Coordinate Structure Constraint, and the Sentential Subject Constraint;
whereas feature changing (or non-chopping) rules do not obey these constraints.

As long as we assume with the authors the correctness of Ross's

characterization of these rules, it will always be the case that languages
which require anaphoric object pronouns for their embedded clauses will
alSo be languages with no Topicalization.
But Sanders and Tai's [1972] claims do not stop here.

Their third claim,

which is related to the above, is that the "set of languages with Topicalization is precisely identical to the set of languages which do not observe
the Immediate Dominance Condition," and that this correlation can be explained by the IDC itself (cf. 1972:171).

We would like to show in this

section that even if we grant Sanders and Tai the basic assumptions they
wish to make, their analysis cannot account for the facts of the Bantu
languages under consideration here.

In particular, given that Dzamba

and Lingala are non-immediate dominance languages (cf. section 2),
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and assuming the three extrinsically ordered universal rules of Copying
(22a), Deletion (22b), and Pronominalization (?2c), Sanders and Tai predict that these lanQlages will have both Topicalization A.nd Dislocation

a la

Hoss.

'l'hat this prediction is incorrect is demonstrated by the ill-

formedness of Dzamba (34b) and LingalA. (35b):
(34 )

a.

oP~S~ a-tom-~ki
(p~s~

i-mu-nkanda IJ~me.

sent the letter today.)

b. *I-mu-nkanda oPJso a-tom-~ki IJJme.
(~he letter: P~s~ sent today.)
c.

I-mu-nkanda, oP~s~ a-mu-tom-~k i

(The letter,
(35 )

a.

PJS~

I ~Jme.

sent it today.)

P~s~ a-tind-~ki mu-nkanda I£IJ.
(PJs~

sent the letter today.)

b. *Mu-nkanda, P~s~ a-tind-~ki I£IJ.
(The letter, P~s~ sent today.)
c.

Mu-nkanda, P~so a-mu-tind-~ki

I£IJ.

(The letter, P~s~ sent it today.)
These sentences show that in both Dzamba and Lingala Left Dislocation,
but not Topicalization

a la

Ross, is allowed.

According to Sanders and

Tai's predictions summarized in Table I, we expect to get both constructions
The derivation for these constructions in Dzamba, for instance, would procede as follows:

Copying (and Raising) would apply to (3ha) to yeild an

intermediate structure such as (36a) to which Deletion would apply to
yield (36b):
(36)

a.

s( imunkanda s(oPJsJ atom~ki

imunkanda IJJme)S )8

b.

s(
imunkanda s(oP~S~ atom~ki
_

I~~me),.l..J )"
u

Once Deletion (22b) has applied to yield (36b), Pronominalization can no
longer apply because its structural description (SD) is no longer met at
this point in the derivation.

Thus the application of Deletion before Pro-

nominalization as extrinsically ordered by Sanders and Tai [1972:171-72)
will always bleed the latter rule, and will also yield ungrammatical sentences in Dzamba as well as in Lingala.

Clearly, given that these languages

are non-immediate dominance, the IDC cannot be invoked to prevent the
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derivation of ungrammatical sentences such as (34b) and (35b) above.
Similarly, as long as the rules of (22) are assumed to be extrinsically
ordered, there is no way to guarantee the derivation of dislocated sentences like (34c) and (35c) in these languages.
Note that in order to prevent the derivation of ill-formed sentences
such as (34b) and (35b), Deletion must be blocked from applying after
Copying has applied.
ing this.

There are two possible alternatives for accomplish-

The first way is to still maintain the extrinsic ordering re-

striction but invert the order of Deletion (22b) and Pronominalization
(22c) so that the latter follows Copying and precedes Deletion as in (37):
(37)

a.

Copying (optional):

s[ X NP Y ]
b.

--~

s[ NP #s[ X NP Y] #]

Pronominalization (obligatory):

z[ NP #s[ X NP Y ] #] --~ z[ NP s[ X ~~o Y] ]
c.

Deletion (optional):
Z[ NP #S [ X NP Y ] #] --+

z[

NP S [ X Y ] ]

This formulation of the rules has at least two important advantages over
that of Sanders and Tai.

The first advantage is that Deletion will no

longer bleed Pronominalization, and therefore the derivation of dislocated
constructions discussed above will always be guaranteed.

The only appa-

rent problem the formulation in (37) creates is that Pronominalization
will bleed Deletion, and therefore prevents the derivation of topic ali zed
constructions

a la Ross.

This difficulty, however, can be avoided by

allowing Deletion to apply to either an original NP or its anaphoric pronoun; that is, the rule will have to be reformulated as follows:
(38)

Revised Deletion Rule (optional):

z[ NP #s[ X

t~~o} Y ] #] --~ z[ NP s[ X Y ] ]

The second advantage of the formulation in (37) is that it accounts
for the obligatory retention of anaphoric object pronouns in the enbedded
clauses of non-immediate dominance languages such as Dzamba and Lingala.
Further, the ordering in (37) seems to be more explanatory than that of
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(22) in that it strongly suggests a formal relationship between Dislocation and 'l'opicalization.

The relationship su[',gested here is that the der-

ivation of dislocated sentences in all lanr.;uages involves the universal
rules of Copying (optional) and Pronominalization (obligatory); whereas
that of Topicalized sentences involves all three rules: Copying, Pronominalization, and Deletion (optional).

The implication here is that top-

icalized sentences are simply variants, optional ones, of dislocated
sentences.

This formal relationship is also reflected on the semantic

level as we shall argue below.
'l'he other alternative for blocking the application of Deletion before Pronominalization is to assume a theory which allows no extrinsic
ordering restrictions such as the one proposed by Koutsoudas, Sanders,
and !loll [1974).

Given the Unordered Rules Theory, the application pre-

cedence of the three rules of (22) will be determined by universal principles rather than lanf,uage specific restrictions.

For a detailed dis-

cussion of this theory the reader should consult the works by Koutsoudas
and JanderG cited in the bibliography.

But for the purpose of this paper,

the principle that is needed to obviate many of the difficulties inherent
in the :Janders anLi 'l'ai forr.lUlation is the Obligatory-Optional Precedence:
(39)

If on any cycle, the structural descriptions of both an obligatory and an optional rule are met by a given repreGentation,
the obligatory rule must apnly to this representation.

Given this principle, once Copyinp; (22a) has applied to yield a P-narker
that meets the SD of both Deletion (optional) and Pronominalization (obligator;i), it will alwa:rs be the case that the latter rule will have applicational precedence over the forJTler.

'l'liis mode of application, just

like the first alternative sup,gested above, will guarantee the derivation
of dislocated
dominance

~;entences

languar:e~;.

in imrnedia"te dominrmce as well as nOll-iJTIJTlcdiate

'i.'he only clJanr;e that would be needeu. here in order

to account for all the constructions discussed in this paper is the replacenent of ::.landers and Tai I s oriGinal fornulat ion

b:.' our rule (30) above.

0

f Deletion

(~2b)

'1'0 summarize, we have shown in this section that "anders and 'l'ai I s

formulation of the three rules of Copyin[<, Deletion, and Pronominalization
lead to certain internal contradictions, and fail to account for the facts
of Dzamba, Linr;ala, and

~;wahj

Ii.

11e have suc;gested two al ternati ve solu-

tions that avoid nany of the difficulties inherent in their analysis.
These solutions, however, just like Sanders and 'l'ai I s proposed set of
universal rules (cf. 22), have one weakness to which we see no possible
remedy; and that is, there is no principled

wa~'

to prevent the application

of the reforml.llated Deletion rule (38) after Pronominalization to yield
unr:rarrunatical topicalized sentences in Dzamba and Lingala.

but since it

is not our purpose here to propose a solution to the nroblem raised by
Sanders and 'l'ai's [1972) analysis, we leave this matter to future research.
Un to this point we have asstuned with Sanders and Tai that Ross's
[ly67b) formal characterization of 'l'opicalization as a chopping rule and
that of Dislocation as a non-chopping rule is correct.

He have assumed

further that such a distinction is applicable to the Bantu languar;es under
consideration here.

But this latter asstunption seems to be unfounded for

simply the reason that there is no way to make a meaningful comparison between 'l'opicalization $. la Hoss and Dislocation in Dzamba, Lin~ala, and
Swahili as long as these languar,es seem to have only the latter rule, viz.
Dislocation.

Furthermore, many sneakers of the English dialect that allows

both of these constructions with whom I have talked feel that topicalized
and dislocated sentences are almost synonymous.

If this information is

correct, we would like to propose that Topicalization with (i.e. Dislocation) and Topicali.zation without pronominal reflex are instances of the
same general rule;

Topicalization.

This proposal can be suoported on both formal, syntactic, and semantic
levels.

Dislocated aentences can be formally analyzed in terms of Copy-

inr; (37a) and Pronominalization (3Th); and Topicelization can be analyzed
in terms of Copying, Pronominalization, and Deletion (37c).

If, however,

equivalence or meaning or function must characterize constructions that
are said to be derived from each other, then there are grounds for suggesting that neither could di slocated structures be derived via topicalized intermediates, nor could the latter be derived via the former.

The
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discourse context--and function--of both is strikinf,ly different.

To bef,in

with, neither could appear where a topic (UP) is mentioned directly preceding and without other topics involved:
~o'ary wrote a letter yesterday, and

(40)

a.

She sent

~

today (Pronoun)

b. *The letter she sent today (Topicalization)
c. *As to the letter, she sent

~

today (Dislocation)

In a context where a topic is mentioned across a large r,ap in discourse,
and then other topics are discussed, and then the speaker wants to alert
the hearer to his resuming the old topic, dislocation alone is appropriate:
~1ary

(41)

wrote a letter yesterday and meant to
Gut then she went out, went to the market,
monthly shopping and bouqht bread, butter,
On the ~Iay horne she saw a bus crash into a
a. *She sent

1':_ today

send it riqht away.
did most of her
fish and cabbane.
motorb i ke.

(Pronoun)

b. *The letter she sent today. ('J'opicalization)
c.

Now as to the letter, she sent

i!_

today (Dislocation)

The context in which Topicalization is used is highly specific again.
A group is established as a topic, and members of that group are to be
contrasted.

Under these conditions, optionally for the first member of

the contrasting set but much more felicitously for the second, topicalization is used:
(42)

nary bought presents for
her father.
a.

~er

parents.

She bou(Jht a kn i fe for

For her mother she bou(Jht a purse.

b. *She bouqht her a purse.
c. ?As for her mother, she bou(Jht

~~~.

a purse.

It thus seems that Topical izat ion has a narrower funct ional range than

Dislocation, which could function either contrastively or non-contrastively. lU

ilote, furtller, that the ~roup need not be topicalized exnlici tly,

IO In Dzamba, where a '['apical ization rnl e doe" not exist, Jji slocation
performs both functions. In Jananese, sinilarl:" tLe "ame device (the
case marker -wa ) is useci for both recall nnd contrastive To,licalization
(see i:.uno [1~rr4J). Vor further discussion nf' "recal)" and "contrastive"
'l'opicalization, see (;iv6n [1~!'7)J.
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out may also be establisl.ed as contrastive topic ir.mlicitly, by inferen::e
from the first member:
(43)

'lary bouoht a knife for her nother.
a. *She bought ~~_ a vest.
b.

For

he~her

she bouqht a vest.
~~

c. ?As to her father, she bouoht

a vest.

'l'he two topicalization processes, r.'opicalizntion and Dislocation. obviously share features in cO!1llllon.

exarq,le, the r;p under their scope

F0T

may be definite or generic, but never referential-indefinite;
(44)

a.

As to !~e kni~_, she

b.

As to the kniv~~, they're used to cut thinos with.

c. *As to a

it to her father.

~lave

~~~~-' she gave one to her father.

d.

The kni fe she gcwe to her father.

e.

~nives_

she gives him every ChristMas.

f. *A knife she 0ave to her father.
This restriction sur;gests that for both constructions some kind of antecedence in discourse is required.

'lThat is, the;! cannot be used fc,r intro-

duc ing new arguments into discourse.

Finall:!, in lanl'UaET,es ,.,bere objects

may be case marked and both Dislocation and '1'opicalization exist, the
first may be easily achieved without preservinr; the "deep" case markinr;
of the topicalized argument, but the second r.m? not.

Thus, consider

the following data from Hebrew: 11
(45)

a.

Ha-sefer, karati oto etnol. (Dislocation, non-contrastive)
the-book, I-read it yesterdflY
(The book, I read it yesterday.)

b. *Hasefer, karati etmol.

(llidocation, pronoun missing)

c. *Et-hasefer, karati ~~_ etmol.
d.

(Dislocation, Ace case added)

Et-hasefer
karati etmal. '('l'opicalization, contrastive)
ACC-the-book I-read yesterday.

(The book I read yesterday.)
e. *[t-hasefer karati oto etmol.
f. *Hasefer karati etmol.

(Topicalization, pronoun added)

(Topicalization, ACC case nissine)

llFor the data I am indebted to 'l'almy Givon [personal communication].
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This suggests that in some sense 'I'opicalization is much closer to the
underlying structure of 'I'll can John tomorrow,' preserving the obj ect
case marking and disallowing a pronominal reflex.

While Dislocation is

a much more severe "operation", harder to justify as derived from either
the underlying sentence (45f) or from the "topicalized" (45d).
~Thether

be clear:

one type of analysis or another is adopted, one thinp; must
languae;es such as Dzamba, Lingala, and SWahili, Just like the

immediate dominance languages of Chinese and Lebanese, cannot topicalize
nor object relativize without leaving a pronominal reflex of the deleted
12 These correlations cannot be purely accidental.
noun.
4.

Conclusion
Wbether the analysis just suggested is correct or not remains to be

seen.

l-lhat is certain, however, is that Sanders and Tai 1 s generali zed

immediate dominance constraint has been shown to have failed in an important respect: predictability.

In part icular, Sanders and 'l'ai [1972:

181-82] predict, first, that a language ,Thich allows verb and objectreduced coordinations will also be a language that requires the nonoccurrence of anaphoric object pronouns in its well-formed relative
clauses.

We have just shown that Dzamba and Lingala allow all of these

coordination reductions but require the occurrence of pronominal reflexes
of objects in their well-formed relative clauses.

Second, Sanders and

Tai predict that non-immediate dominance lanp;uages will have both Topicalization with and Topicalization without pronominal reflex, as opposed
to immediate dominance languages such as Chinese and Lebanese which will
have only Topicalization with pronominal reflex (i.e. Dislocation).

We

have also shown that this is untenable for Dzamba and Linp;ala behave like
immediate dominance in this respect by disallowing 'fopicalization without
pronominal reflex.
Clearly, since Dzamba, Lingala, and Swahili behave as non-immediate
dominance languages with respect to coordination reduction, and as immediate dominance languages with respect to Topicalization and Relativization, they cannot be called either non-immediate dominance or immediate
12r am indebted to

Il'al~ Gi v6n for thi s observation.
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dominance lanp,uar,es.

It follows fron this that they constitute a thirn

group of languaf,es that Sanders and 'rai' s (1972) analysis fails to predict.

This being the case, tte explanation for the facts of Topicalization

and Relativization discussed here must be soup,ht elsewhere.
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